
SHORT VOWEL LINE UP 

 
Purpose:  Students will classify words into the appropriate short vowel category.  

 

Suggested Grade Level:  2 - 3 

 

Language Arts SOL: Reading 2.4, 3.3 

 

Equipment/Materials Needed:   5 signs (see attached), one for each short vowel.   

 

Advance Preparation: 

1. Select words with short vowels (see attached list).  

2. Select several fitness activities (jumping jacks, hopping on one foot, stretches, etc.) to be used.   

3. Prepare signs for each short vowel. 

 

Directions: 

1. Select 5 students, assign each one to represent a short vowel and give each student the appropriate short 

vowel sign.  One idea is to select students whose names contain the short vowel they will represent.  For 

example, Jackie – short a, Seth – short e, Chris – short i, Bobby – short o, Doug – short u. 

2. Tell the 5 selected students to stand at the front of the class or around the room. 

3. Tell the remaining students to stand up by their desks. 

4. Call on one of the students standing by their desks and say a word that contains a short vowel.   

5. Tell that student to go stand behind the student who represents the short vowel contained within the given 

word. 

6. Ask the student, or whole class, to do a fitness activity.  Students will do the number of exercises as are 

letters in the word. For example, the word “stack” has 5 letters, so the students would do 5 jumping jacks, or 

hop 5 times, etc.   

 

Modifications/Variations: 

1. Assign each short vowel to a specific exercise.  For example, A = crab kicks, E = leg lifts, I = windmills, O 

= hops, U = jump ups, etc. 

2. Do this exercise using long vowels. 

3. Do this exercise using only 2 students in the front of the class.  One student can represent short vowels and 

the other student can represent the long vowels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This lesson was developed by the School Health Initiative Program (SHIP) for the Williamsburg James City County Public Schools (WJCCPS), 

Williamsburg, VA.  SHIP is funded by the Williamsburg Community Health Foundation (WCHF). Parts or all of this lesson can be used and 

reproduced without permission provided that SHIP, WJCCPS and WCHF are credited.  
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tab tag pit 

hid at in 

hot cub let 

fat big dot 

hen bus an 

it on us 

hat bat cat 

hit sit mud 



get wet dig 

pig pot got 

wig bag wag 

sag mop not 

pop trip did 

bid bug dug 

man lit lab 

rob mob tub 



slam trap flag 

snap path splat 

slim trip flip 

film fist split 

mint  must trust 

trunk flunk chunk 

chug beg egg 

men vet yet 



sod pond odd 

otter shot trot 

son lobster clam 

crab fish dish 

dash hash yell 

small tip spell 

sip slap slug 

slump slop sled 
 


